
How many of you keep active records on stand-by? I used to make sure I had any
and all accusations mentally prepared when I encountered those who had
'trespassed' against me. I was unforgiving and remained unforgiven. That's the
way Anger kept me circling the drain of my emotions. Recalling the detrimental
infractions each time I was in the presence of my presumed enemies torn at my
spirit. It was more than a coincidence that everything I tried to accomplished
crashed and burned before it had time to grow. Good intentions were not
enough, and I could not merely speak words of transformation I needed to live it
as well. While I told people to get over their hatred, I still held grudges. The
expression "don't do as I do, do as I say" became the justification for my actions. I
was wrong to taint my spiritual gifts with hostility. I am grateful for God's grace
and His guidance through the Holy Spirit to seek Him. 
The Holy Spirit is here for all of us who choose to believe. We can tap into the
wisdom God provides us and grow in spiritual maturity. Life will have
meaning, and the pursuit of happiness will be found through the indwelling of
the Holy Spirit. The angst we feel battling our flesh will lessen, and our higher
purpose will be to become godly disciples disciplined and encourage to shine
a light towards the One who gives us life.

 

Focal Scriptures

ELEMENTS OF ANGER
F E B R U A R Y  2 0 2 0  |  V O L .  7

Lesson Seven Week Seven

Anger Keeps Receipts

2 C O R I N T H I A N S  4 : 1 - 1 8
P R O V E R B S  2 2 : 7
L U K E  6 :  1 - 3 8
 

B Y   T O R R I E  S L A U G H T E R

James 1:19-21 Know this, my beloved brothers: let every person be quick to
hear, slow to speak, slow to anger; 20 for the anger of man does not produce
the righteousness of God. 21 Therefore put away all filthiness and rampant
wickedness and receive with meekness the implanted word, which is able to
save your souls. 
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Anger Keeps Receipts
A S K  Y O U R S E L F :

1. What does God want to teach me today?
 
2. Have I discovered my purpose through
intentional meditation?
 
3. Where am I struggling for clarity?
 
4. Am I seeking God with priority and passion?
 
5. Using Luke 6:37-38 as a guide do I wait to
make conclusions and criticize?
 
6. How have I held 'receipts' of condemnation
against others?
 
7. Why do I seek the speck in my brother's eye
but fail to see the beam of wood in my own?
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On Wednesday's episode of Talking on Purpose with Torrie,

the Internet Show, we discussed how Anger creates suspicion

from two perspectives, the creator and the consumer. Goal-

oriented people often neglect beneficial conversations in light

of keeping a deadline. I did not dive into this concept on the

video, but I hope it was a takeaway. Those who are searching

for meaning in their life often neglect to pursue the

assignment God laid before them, causing complacency as

well as bitterness. There is a balance between these two views

when we plan to discuss business goals and partnerships

while in a relaxing environment can do wonders to improve

relationships and relieve stress.

 

*I need to identify the areas where I am distracted from my

purpose and my assignment.

*I need to plan time with God as well as those who support me

in my endeavors.
 ~ T O R R I E
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Hello, People of Purpose,
As we go into week 8 of Anger (yes, we are treating him as a
person), I have reflected on what we've discussed thus far. We
began asking the question, are you big mad? Then moved into
the importance of being slow to Anger, followed by
acknowledging Anger has an opinion. Those ideas sum up the
first three weeks of our conversations. I will recap this entire
session before we break for April. When we return in May,
Arrogance will be the focus. 
I stated on the Internet Talk Show that I didn't feel equipped to
produce this content and was afraid it would not be received. I
then became angry as I watched others go ahead of me,
knowing I was struggling to move forward. After sharing my
goals, those who were already in the arena left me to fend for
myself. I was crushed, but that is when God showed up. He
opened my eyes to the ingredients others had left behind. I had
everything I needed to start and produce a product I could use
to glorify God. Anger blinded me to what was happening. I
misunderstood the directions and chose to become bitter. I was
given a road map of how-to-do everything I needed to succeed,
but I had to do the work. I came to others who were leaders in
their field, expecting them to do it for me. I anticipated a
different experience. Anger has a way of making chaos and
exacting an offbeat conclusion. Once I realized that God placed
people in my life as an answer to prayer, not as a physical
means of doing my work, I moved beyond the cemented feeling
to add my voice to glorify God.
 ~ Torrie
 
 


